
LORD OF THE FLIES ESSAY SPARKNOTES

In Lord of the Flies, however, children must fend for themselves and elect their own leaderâ€”and Piggy, wise but
scorned, is never seriously considered. Though .

Young boys are a fitting illustration of this premise, for they live in a constant state of tension with regard to
the rules and regulations they are expected to follow. The older boys try to convince the others at the meeting
to think rationally, asking where such a monster could possibly hide during the daytime. When they return,
Ralph declares that they must light a signal fire to attract the attention of passing ships. Still others maintained
that Golding wrote the novel as a criticism of the political and social institutions of the West. The following
morning, Ralph and Piggy discuss what they have done. Ralph hides for the rest of the night and the following
day, while the others hunt him like an animal. The three boys make a long trek through dense jungle and
eventually emerge near the group of boys waiting for them on the beach. In this first chapter, Golding
establishes the parameters within which this civilization functions. Struggle to build civilization The struggle
to build civilization forms the main conflict of Lord of the Flies. Civilization vs. At the meeting, it quickly
becomes clear that some of the boys have started to become afraid. In his portrayal of the small world of the
island, Golding paints a broader portrait of the fundamental human struggle between the civilizing
instinctâ€”the impulse to obey rules, behave morally, and act lawfullyâ€”and the savage instinctâ€”the
impulse to seek brute power over others, act selfishly, scorn moral rules, and indulge in violence. The other
boys begin to sob as well. Jack, the newly appointed hunter, draws his knife and steps in to kill it, but
hesitates, unable to bring himself to act. They discover a large pink and cream-colored conch shell, which
Piggy realizes could be used as a kind of makeshift trumpet. Understanding then that the beast does not exist
externally but rather within each individual boy, Simon travels to the beach to tell the others what he has seen.
Golding employs a relatively straightforward writing style in Lord of the Flies, one that avoids highly poetic
language, lengthy description, and philosophical interludes. As the boys splinter into factions, some behave
peacefully and work together to maintain order and achieve common goals, while others rebel and seek only
anarchy and violence. They march to the beach in two parallel lines, and Jack snaps at them to stand at
attention. Although he never matched the popular and critical success he enjoyed with Lord of the Flies, he
remained a respected and distinguished author for the rest of his life and was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Literature in  Piggy may have the tactical smarts to be a good leader, but because he cannot convincingly act
the role, he would not be able to marshal the boys if given the chance. While Piggy tries to ignore their
participation, Ralph is devastated when he realizes that he is no better than Jack or Roger, and that he has a
darkness inside as well. Ralph collapses in exhaustion, but when he looks up, he sees a British naval officer
standing over him. At the lagoon, he encounters another boy, who is chubby, intellectual, and wears thick
glasses. The hunters then decapitate the sow and place its head on a sharpened stake in the jungle as an
offering to the beast. Left to their own devices, they often behave with instinctive cruelty and violence. The
fair-haired boy introduces himself as Ralph and the chubby one introduces himself as Piggy. The boys climb
up the side of one of the steep hills. The hunters fail in their attempt to catch a wild pig, but their leader, Jack,
becomes increasingly preoccupied with the act of hunting. The three explorers leave the meeting place and set
off across the island. In , a year after England entered World War II, Golding joined the Royal Navy, where he
served in command of a rocket-launcher and participated in the invasion of Normandy. Golding wrote several
more novels, notably Pincher Martin , and a play, The Brass Butterfly  Ralph rallies the remaining boys to
build a new signal fire, this time on the beach rather than on the mountain. The forest glade in which Simon
sits in Chapter 3 symbolizes this loss of innocence. Jack declares himself the leader of the new tribe of hunters
and organizes a hunt and a violent, ritual slaughter of a sow to solemnize the occasion.


